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The goal of this paper is to examine techniques for increasing the

novice's understanding of computers and computer programming. In particular,

this paper examines the potential usefulness of five recommendations concern-

ing the design of computer literacy curricula, as listed below.

(1) Provide the learner with a concrete model of the computer.

(2) Encourage the learner to actively restate the new technical

information in his or her own words.

(3) Assess the learner's existing intuitions about computer operation

and try,to Build on them, or modify them, as needed.

(4) Provide the learner with methods for chunking statements into a

larger, single, meaningful unit.

(5) Provide the learner with methods for analyzing statements into

smaller, meaningful parts.

For each recommendation, this paper will provide a clear statement of the

issue, an example, relevant background, and a brief review of relevant

research literature.
iv

As.can be seen, each recommendation is concerned with increasing the

meaningfulness of learning new computer information by novices. For pour-
_

,

poses of; the present paper, meaningful learnirtg is viewed as a-process in

which the learner connects new material with knowledge that already exists

in memory (Bransford, 1979). Figure 1 provides a general framework for

discussing the conditions of meaningful learning (see Mayer, 1975, 1979a).

The figure shows that infon..ation.enters the human cognitive system from

the outside (e.g., through text or lectures, etc.), and must go through the

following steps: (1) Reception. First, the learner must pay attention to

the incoming information so that it reaches working memory, as indicated

by arrow a. (2) Availability. Second, the learner must possess appropriate
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prerequisite concepts in long term memory to use in assimilating the new

information, as ihdieated by point b. (3) Activation. Finally; the

learner must actively use this prerequisite knowledge during learning so

that the new material may be connected with it, as indicated by arrow c

from long termluemory to working memory. Thus, in the course of meaningful

learning, the learner must come into contact with the new material (by

-bringing it into working memory), then must search long term memory for

what 'Ausubel (1968) calls "appropriate anchoring ideas", and then must

transfer those ideas to working memory so they can,be combined with the new

information in working memory. Each recommendation is aimed at insuring

one or more of-these-conditions is met.

The traditional way of evaluating meaningful learning is to test

whether learners can Transfer what they have learned to new situations. For

example, Wetheimer (1959) taught students how to find the area of a parallel-

ogram using a rote method (I.e., memorizing a formula) or a meaningful method

(i.e., involving the structure of the figure). Although both groups performed

equally well on problems like those given during instruction, Wertheimer,

claimed that the meaningful learners were able to solve unusual problems

requiring creative transfer. Thus, this paper will focus on transfer as a

0

measure of meaningful' learning of computer programming.

I. USE CONCRETE MODELS

Statement of the Problem

Novices tend to lack domain specific knowledge (Greeno, 1980; Simon,

1980; Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi6 Voss, 1979). Thus, one technique for

improving the novice's understanding of new technical information is to

provide them with a domain-specific fraMework that can be used for assimi-_
lating new information4-i.e. by allowing for "availability" as indicated
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by pointo in Figure 1. The present section focuses on the effects'of con -_

crdte models on people's understanding of computers and computer

Example

g ramming.
_.-

/

For example, in our own work on teaching a simple BASIC-like language

to novices, we presented a model of the computer such as shown in Figure

2. The model provides concrete analogies for four functional uni,ts of the

computer: (1) input is represented as a ticket window in which data is

fined up waiting to be processed and is placed in the finished pile after

, being processed, (2) outpue Is represented as a message note pad with one

message written per line, (3) memory is represented s an erasable scoreboard

in which there is natural destructive read -in but non - destructive' read -out,

and (4) executive control is represented as a recipe or shopping list with

a pointer arrow to indicate the line being processed. This model may be

presented to the learner either as a diagram, or as an actual board contain-

ing-these useable parts.

Background

There_ is ample evidence that concrete models are widely used in mathe-

matics instruction. For example, early work by Brownell 6 Moser (1949)

indicated that children who learned subtraction algorithms with the ai-d of

"bundles of sticks" were better able to transfer to new problems than

children who were given the rules for subtraction in abstract form with,

plenty of "hands on" experience in executing the procedures. More

recently, the important role of "manipulatives" such as coins, sticks,

blocks, etc., has been documented by Weaver 6 Suydam (1972) and by Resnick

6 Ford (1980).

There is also some evidence that concrete models may enhance compre-

hension of text. For example, students' recall of an ambiguous passage

was enhanced when a title or diagram or introductory sentence was given

t.)
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prior to reading but not when given after reading (Bransford & Johnson,

1972; Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Dooling & Mullet, 1973). Similarly, Ausubel

(1963,; 1960, 1968) has provided some evidence that expository learning may

be enhanced by using an 'advance organizer"--a short, expository introduc-

tion, pretented prior to the text, containing no 'Specific content from the
oil

text and providing a general framework for subsuming the information in

the text. More recent reviews of the advance organize- literature reveal

that advance organizers tend to have their strongest effects in situations

where lgarners'are unlikely to already possess us'efUl prerequisite concepts--
0 .

namely, for technical or unfamiliar material, for low ability subjects,-

and when the test involves transfer to new situations (Mayer, 1979a, 1979b).

Royer and his olleagues (Royer & Cable, 1975, 1976) have demonstrated

that.concrete mOdels may serve as effective advance organizers in learning

new,4cientific information. For example, the concrete analogy of electrical

conduction as a chain of falling domihoes, influenced subsequent learning.

Similarly, White & gayer (1980). analyzed the concrete models used by

physics textbooks. For example, Ohm's Law is described in terms of water

flowing in pipes, a .boy pushing a heavy load up an inclined street, or

electron flow in.acircuit. Recent results by Cook & Mayer (.1980) show

that when concrete analogies are embedded in a technical text, novices tend

to perform best on recalling these familiar models and tend to recognize

the information related to the models.

DuBoulay and his colleagues (DuBoulay'& O'Shea, 1976; DuBoulay, O'Shea

& Monk, 1980) have distinguished between two approaches to learning computer

programming. In the black box approach, the operations of the computer arg

hidden to the learner so that the,learner hag no idea of what goes on inside

the computer. In the glass box approach, the user is able to understand
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the changes that occur inside the computer for each statement. Although the

description need not indeed should not, be on a machine lapguage level,
s.

DuBoulay et. al. (1980) suggest two properties for makinggithe'hiddeg oper-

/ations Of a computer language MOM clear to the novice: simplicity--there

should Iv a "small number of parts that interact in ways that can be

easily understood", and visibility--novices should be able to "view

selected.parts and rocesses of this notational machine'in action".

DuBoulay.et. al.. hj ve implemented these suggestions in,an instructional

course in LOGO, sin 'ire each statement is related 'to a concrete model called

"the LOGO machine". However, there is yet no empirical:test concerning the

effects of the LOGO machine on learning.

Research of ConcretesModels

Transfer. In order toiprovide some information concerning the role of

model on learffing computer programming, a series of_studies was conducted

(Mayer, 1975). In the studies, subjects were either given a concrete model

of the computer (such as shown in Figure 1)'or not; then, all subjects read

a 10-page manual describing seven BASIC -like statements (see Table 1).

Following reading, subjects took a test that consisted of six types of

problems CBS shown in Table 2). "For generate problems, the subject had to

write a program; for interpret problems, the subject had to describe what

the program would do;

The proportion correct response by type of prbblem is given in the top

of Table 3. As can be seen, the contro! gropu performs well on problems

that are very much like the material in the instructional text, e.g.,

generate-statement and generate-nonloop. However, on problems that require

moderate amounts of transfer- -e.g., generate-loop and the Shorter interpret

pitoblems; the model group excels. This difference in the pattern Of

0-
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performance suggests that models enhance transfer performance but not

simple retention of presented material. Apparently, the model provjded an

assimilative context in which novices could reate new techniEal informa-

tion-in the-booklet to a familiar analogy. This assimilative process

resulted in a broader learning outcome that supported moderate transfer.

Locus of the effect. One problem with the above study is that the

model subjects received more information than controls. Therefore,

another series of studies was conducted (Mayer, 1976a) in Shich all sub-

jects read the same-BAS1C-like_manual, but some subjects were given a

concrete model of the computer before reading while others were given the

same model after reading the manual.

9

The proportion correct response by type of problem for the two

groups is shown in the bottom of Table 3. As in the previous study, the

before group excels on creative transfer to new situations but the after

grbup excels_on simple retention of the presented material. Thus, as

predicted by assimilation theory, the model serves as an assimilative

context for 'learning only if it is available to the learner at the time

of learning.

Recall. The above studies used transfer tests'as measures of what

is learned under different instructional treatments.' In a...follow-up study

(Mayer S Bromage, 1980), subjects-read th manual and were given model

either before or after the reading as in t e previous. study. However, as

a test, subjects were asked to recall all they coutd about certain portions

of the manual.

o In order'to score the protocols, the information in the manual was

broken down into idea units. Each idea unit expressed )ne major idea or

action. There were three kinds of idea units in the manual: (1)_conceptual

01
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idea units related to the internal operation of the computer, (2) technical

idea units gave examples'of'code, and (3) format idea units gave grammes

Tab re 4 gives examples of each type of ideaFunit:

Table 5 shows the average number of idea units recalled from each,

category by the two groups. As can be-seen, the before group recalls more

conceptual-information while the eafter group excels on recall gf techniCil

_ . _

and format Lnformation. This pattern i s'consistent with the idea good

retention requires recall of specific code, but good transfer.requires-

understanding.of conceptua, ideas. Also, thebefore group Included more

intrusions about the model and other sections of the manual, suggesting

they'integrated the information more broadly..

Different language,--AtthOUgh the above results are consistent and

obtained in a long series of studies, their generality is limited

by the fact that just one type of language was used. Thus, a follow-up
6

study was conducted, (Mayer, 1980a) in which subjects learned a file manage-

ment language (Gould & Ascher, 1974) either with or without a concrete

model. Table 6 lists the eight. statements that were described in the-

instructional manual-. Figure 3 shows the concrete model that was used:

long-term memory i represented as a file cabinet; the sorting function is

represented as an in-basket, put- basket and save basket; temporary memory

is represented as an erasable scoreboard; executive control -Is represented

as a list and pointer arrow; output is represented as a message pad. After

instruction, all subjects took a transfer test including simple - retention like

problems (sort-l)and problems that required, putting all of the learned

commands together in'a novel way (compute-1- and 2). (See Table 7.)

Table 8 gives the proportion correct response by type of problem for

the twoo treatment groups. As in the previous_studies,Fthe_control group-._

o_

,
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performs best on simple problems 1f1-x those in the manual, but the model

group-'excels on longer problems that reodire creative :integration. Thus,

previous resulti and conclusion seem to generalize to this new domain.

Ability, The pattern of result described above tended to be strongest

for low ability subjects (Mayer, 197) where ability is defined in terms

of Mathematics.SAT scores. Apparently, high ability learners already

pOssessed their own useful "models" for thinking about how a computer works,

but low ability students would be more likely tcrlack useful prerequisite-,

knowledge.
'

Text organization.- The pattern of results described above also

-tended to be strongeit when material was poorly organized (Maye, 1978).

Apparently, the model is more useful when material is poorly structured

becausejt helps the reader to hold the information together.

Evaluation. These results provide clear and consistent evidence that

a concrete,analogical model canhave a strong effect on the encoding of
o

new technical information in novices. These results provide empirical,

support to the claim's of DuBoulay & O'Shea (3976, 1978) that allowing

novices to "see the works" allows them to encode information in a more
a

coherent and useful way. When appropriate models are used, the learner

seems to be able to assimilate each new statement to'his or her image of

the computer system. Thus, one straightforward implication is: if your

goal is to produce learners who will not need to use the language creative-

ly, then no model is needed; if -your goal is to prOdgee learners who will ,

be able to 'Come up with creative solutions to novel,(for them) problems,.

thin a concrete model earlyin learning is quiteuseful. More research is
4 '

needed,in order to determine the specific effect-I- of concrete models on

what is-learnedi and to-determine the characteristics of a useful model.

^1y--
*
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2. ENCOURAGE LEARNERS TO "PUT IT IN THEIR OWN WORDS"

Statement-of the Problem

1 .

A secondtechnique-for increasing the mean4ngfulness of technical4n-
,,

4., , _

formation is elaboration--encouragihg the learner to explain the inTormv,

-

tion in his or her\own words and to verbally relate the material to other'

concepts or ideas._ Elaboration techniques may infludnce mearfingftl_

. e
learning because they encour'age the 'activat.ion of existing-knowledge that

. . ,- - 4, \ ., .

..:/ N'
is relevant for comprehending the presented oateriaTI'zi.e. eldbotatjon.

0. -Av
t

O

affect the activationprocess as'indicated by -the arrow-c I6-Figure 1.

Example

, For example, in our own research, we have taulght subjects a simple file:

management language, as described in the previous section (see Taild"e1.6 and

7). in order to encourage subjects to elaPorafe -oft the,material, We

sented questions after each page,of the Instructional booklet. Table 9

gives examples of "model elaboration questions"iohich:ask the learner to

relate the material to a fFmiliar context, and "comparativeelaboration

questions" whidh ask the learner to relate one part of the materiak,to

another.

Background

There is some evidence that asking subjects to put^ideas ntotherr

own words during learning ,can enhance the breddth of learning. For example,

Gagne & Smith (1962) found that subjects who were required to give a

verbal rationalization for each move as they 'learned to solve a new'problem
b

resulted in longer learning time but better transfer performance than non-
.

verbalizers. ResUlts Seidel t Hunter 41970) suggest that verbalization

_ per se may not significantly enhance computer programming performance.

More recently, Wittrock (1974) has'proposed the "generativehypothesii"-- 4

A



learning occurs when the.learper actively generates associations

between what is presented and What he-or she already has in memory. For

. example, when school,children were asked to generate a one- sentence sum-

mary for eachparagraph in a prose passage,'Wittrock (1974) found that
4

recall was nearly double that of a control group. Apparently, when sttp,

dents are encouraged4to actively put information in their own words, they

are able to better connect new information to existing knowledge.

21aborion techniques -have ,tong been, ased to enhance learning of

paired associates. For example, when students are asked to actively form

\ \--,
ilffages or sentences involving word p irs, paired associate recall is

. greatly enhanced (Bower,- 1972; Oakilo, 969).' More recently, elaboration

*S techniques have been used in school curricula (see Dansereau, 1978;

Weinstein, 1978)-. Sgverai researchers have argued that students should be ,

given explicit training in "learning stategies"--i.e. how.to actively °

A

Iwoceis new material (see O'Neill,* 19781.
V*4.

3II Transfer. In a typical study, (Mayer, 1980a) sublectS.read the instruc-
.

" tlonal .booklet covering a simple fiiie management language, with some sub-

.. , p

' s-, , .jedts"lhaving an-elaboration page after each-page in the booklet (model

..
.

,

+.., elaboration) 'nd o--/thers-not (control); A second study followed the same

,

Ordcepre but there was i:comparative elaboration page after each page
. .

for,half the subject:--
4

.

. - . M a subsequent transfer test, using problems described in Table 7,
- '.I ..

,, - ,
the pnt4.rol group; performed well on simple.' retention -like problems but

, 4

: -

- _4v
--<. .

the elaboration groupi _.(both model 'and comparative) perform better on pro- .

a . * ., . . -

. -blemse'reqbirin creative transfer: Table IO,shows the proportion correct
.,,. .

-..
,.- ;.

by-type:4.)f problem for four-treatment groups. Thus, there is evidence

"11 , ,

that reqqi4i'pg the learners to put technical informatcon in their own
-, _

. . I . .

.
, .

0

1
oc '
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1' .

words through relating the material to a familiar situation or thr:ough mak-
.

ing comparisons, results-in broader learning.

Recall. In order to assess the generality of these findings, -the

studies were replicated using recall as the test (Mayer, 1980a). For
16.

scoring, the manual was divided into idea units. Some idea units described

how the computer operated (conceptual idea units) and others emphasiied the,

grammar and technical aspects of each statement (technical idea uniats).

Table 11 shows the average number of idea units recalled by type for

model elaboration, comparison elaboration, and control) groups: As can be

seen* the.controP group tends to recall equal amounts of both ty"Pes of infor-

mation, but the elaboratrion grow, tend to emphasize recall of conceptual *

-as compared to tedini....1 information. This attern is consistent-with

the,idea that concepival emphasis is likely to support transfer performance.

tIotetakins. In .order to provide further generality, an additional series

of stucnes was conducted (Peper 6 Mayer, 1978) using a different language

(a BASIC-like language) and'i,x1Werent elaboration activity (note-taking).

SCibjecls watched a 20 minute vrdeotape lecture describing seven BASIC-like

statements similar to the manual described earlier. Some subjects were asked".

9a
to take notes by putting the basic information in their own words. Others

simply viewed the lecture without taki06 note?., As a test some subjects were

given transfer probtems and some were asked to recall portions of the lesson.

As in previous studies, there was a pattern in which note-taking impi-oved

performance on,far transferproblemsfbut not on simple retention problems.

Simj1arly, there was a pattern in which note-takers performed better.on recall

rf conceptual information but not technical information. These patters were

observed for subjects scoring low in Mathematics SAT, but not for high ability

subjects. Presumably high ability learners already posses& strategies for
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putting new

r

nformat4on th&ir own Ards: 4
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Evaluation. Unfortunately, .there isHo fool-proof way to'design

'Ation activities.' However, it is important to keep in mind that the goal of

elaboration is"to heln the learner be able to describe the key concepts in

his or her own words, using existing knowledge. Emphasis on format or

grammatical details, and emphasis on errorleds verbatim recall of statements

4411 not ptoduce the desired effects. The learner should be able to

describe the effects of each statement in his or her own- words.

3. ASSESS AND HUD ON LEARNERS' INTUITIONS

Statement of the Problem

Learners come to the learning situation with certain existing expecta-

tions and intuitions about how to interact with computers. For example,

since students have experience with conversations in English, they are

likely to try to view computer conversations in the same way (44411er & Thomas,

1977; SiCkman, 1970). Similarly,, since most users are familiar with calcu-
0

I lators, they may view interact!ons with computers in the same way (Mayer &

I:layman:1980; Young, 1980).

Exampl-e

For most users, caJculftors represent the first exposUre to interacting

0

with a computational machine. .Thus, intuitions that are established may

important for later learning of computer programming 1anguage5, For example,

considei- the keystrokes:

7 +a

If subjects have a conception of incrementing internarregisters, they

might suppose that this 'sequehce would result in 14 being displayed. However,

less sophisticated intuitions might predict that the display would show 7

-
. oc O.

let
4
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Background

There is g growing interest in using words and logical structures that

are similar to everyday English. For example, Ledgard, Whiteside, Singer

r & Seymour (1980) found that text editing Systems that use "natural language"

"computerese"

' Similarly, Shneiderman (1980) reports that meaningful or mnemonic variable

names may affect programming_perfor.aance. Finally, there is evidence that. ,

branching structures, used in BASIC are not as intuitive or as easy to

learn as other branching structures (Green, 1977; Mayer, 19766; Sime, Green

& Guest, 1977; Sime, Arblaster & Green, 1577).

More recently, Young (1980) has developed "mental models" of calculators--

i.e. representations of the- internal components that a learner needs to

understand. Scandura, Lowerre & Veneski (1576) have interviewed children who

learned to use calculators through "hands on experience "., Many develop

bizzarre.intuitions even thoun they dan use the calculator to solve routine

problems. Thus, in order to build on the learners intuitions, and modify,

them as needed,-one must assess what those intuitions are. In other words,

the instructor should have techniques for determining the learner's "mental

model".

Analysis of Users' Intuitions of Calculator Operations

A series of studies was conducted (Mayer & Bayman, 1980) in order to

determine the intuitions that novice and expert tisers have concerning how

pocket calculatdrs operate. The novices were. college students with no

experience with computers or computer programming, while the experts were

intermediate level computer science students. Each subject was given a 4-page

questionnaire with 88 problems. Each prOblem listed a series of key presses

and asked the student to predict what number would be in the display,



assuming a standard four-function calculator was being used.

The subjects differed greatly with respect to when they thought an

expression should be evaluated. For example, consider the problems,

2 + 3

2 + 3 +

2 + 3 4, 7
Ns

+ 3 + 7

Some subjects liehayed as if an expression was evaluated only when an equals

was pressed; thus, the answers were 3, 3, 7, 12: Others behaved as if arr-

exp.ression was evaluated as.soon as an operator key was pressed, yielding

answers of 3, 5, 7; 12. Finally, some subjects behaved as if;an expr'ession

was evaluated as soon as a number was pretsed, giving answers of 5, 5, 12, 12.

Results indicated significant differences between expert., and novices, with,

most experts opting for second approach while novices were fairly split

among all three approaches. There also were important differences concerning

how to evat'uate a chain of a'ri'thmetic such as, 2 + 3 x 7 =, and how to handle

non-Standard sequences such as 2 + +

Evaluation.- WE" are just beginning to develdp techniques for describing

users' intuitions, e.g., users' mental models of computational machines.

However,,.as techniques become available, teachers may use them to diagnose

whether students have acquired useful, intuitions, and to remediate where needed.

4. PROVIDE TRAINING IN CHUNKING

Statement of the Problem

One technique fore making storage of information easier is to form meaning-

fful chunks of schemas (Bransford, 1979). Within the context of computer

programming, this means that learners should develop the ability to view a
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cluster of statements as a single unit that accomplishes some namable goal.

Example

For example, Atwood S Ramsey (1978) suggest that experienced program-

mers encode egment such as,

SUM = 0

DO 1 1 = 1, N

SUM = SUM + (I)

1 CONTINUE

as "CALCULATE-THE SUM OF ARRAY X".

Background

There is some evidence that experts sand novices in a particular domain

differ with respect to how they-organize information in memory, with experts

using more efficient chunking techniques (Larkin, McDermott, Simon & Simon,

1980). In recent reviews of research on how to teach peopje to beConie

better problem solvers, Greeno (1980) and Simon (1980) conclude that good
. 4

peoblem solving performanCe requires that the user.has large amounts of

domain specific knowledge organized into chunks. For example, Simon (1980)

estimates that a person needs 50,000 chunks' of domain specific knowledge

(e.g., such as the exampleiven above) to become an expert.

In a classic study, Chase 6 Simon (1973) asked subjects to view

briefly presented chess board configurations and then try to reconstruct

them. Chess masters performed better than less experienced players in re-

constructing positions from actual games, but the advantage was lost when

random board positions were presented., In an analogous study reported by

Shneiderman (i80), experienced and inexperienced programmers were given

programs to study. The experts remembered more than the novices when actual

programs were presented_but_not_for randOm.lines of code: These findings

1'y

O
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suggest that experts have a large repertoire of many meaningful chunks, i.e.

ways of groupipg many line of code into .a single meaningful' unit. More

recently, Mayer (1975c,-1980b) has suggested that highly used chunks, such

t

as looping structures, should be explicitly taught and labeled as part of

instruction. For example, frequent looping structures in BASIC include

"repeating a READ", "waiting for a data number", "waiting for a.counter",

and "branching down".

5. ,PROVIDE TRAINING IN ANALYSIS OF STATEMENTS

Statement of the Problem

What does it mean to "understand" a statement" In many psycholinguistic

theories, comprehension involves relatiing a statement to its underlying case

grammar (see KiPtsch, 1974).

Example

In a previous paper (Mayer, 1979c), I have suggested a possible case's

, grammar for BASIC. Each statement may be described as a list of transactions.

A transaction consists of an action applied to some object at some location

in the computer: For example,rthe statement, LET X = 5, consists of six

transactions:

1. Find the number indicated on the right of the equals.

2. Find the number in the memory spaCe indicated on the left of the equals.

3. Erase the number in that memory space.

4. Write the new number-in that space.

5. Go on to the next statement.

6. Do what it says--

:
Background

.

,.,

. I

. ,.

An-implicatipn of the "transaction" appitoach i..5 that thegme slatalnent4.
3.

r
.

: . ; ,

%,
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names may actually refer to several ,different types of transactions. For

example, we have shown that a counter set LET such as LET X = 5 is differ-

ent from an arithmetic LET such as LET X = 10/2 (Mayer, 1979c, 1980c).

Explicit naming and describing of different types of statements with the

same keyword may become a useful part of computer literacy curricula. More

recently this approach has been successfully applied to the analysis of

commands in "calculator language" (Mayer & Bayman, 1980) and text editor

languages (Card, Moran & Newell, 1980).

CONCLUSION
.1"

This paper has provided five tentative recommendations, listed in

the introduction, for increasing the meaningfulness of computer concepts

for novices. Reviews of cognitive research indicate thaf there is-quelified

support for the first two. recommendations, and that active research is needed'

concerning the tatter three recommendations.

Note
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Table 1

Seven -S ta.tements'Used, in BASIC -like I nstruct ona 1 '13.3-01(let

Name

;

O

.. -
READ

WRJTE

EQUALS

,
CALCULATE

GOTO

IF

STOP

Example,

PI READ (Al)

P2 WRITE .-(A_1)

P3 Al = 88 .

Pif :Al = Al ,+ 12

'P6 GO TO PI

P5 1,F (Al = 100) GO TO. P9
4 e -

P9 STOP 9

5

5.
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Table 2

Examples of Six Types of Test Problems for a BASIC-like.Language

Generation- Statement

Given a number in memory space

A5, wri=te a statement to change

that number to zero.
, 4 .

Interpretation-Statement

A5 = 0

Generation-Nonfooa Interpretation-Nonloop

Given a card with a number

on it is-input, write a

program tp print out ts.

square.

PI READ (AO

P2 Al =

P3 WRITE (Al)

P4 STOP

Generation-Looping Interpretation-Looping

Given a pile of data cards P1 READ (Al)

is input,.write a program to P2 IF(Al = 88) GO TO P5'

print out each number and step P3 WRITE (Al)

when it gets to card with 88 0 P4 GO TO PI .

on it P5 STOP

25
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Table 3

Proportion Correct on Transfer-Test by Type of Problem. for Model vs. Control Groups, and Before vs After Groups

Generation Interpretation

Statement Nonloop Looping . Statement Nonloop Looping

Model vs. Control

Model .63 .37 .30 .62 .62 .09

Control .67 ..52 .12 .42 .32 .12

Before vs. After

Before .57 .50 .20 .47 .63 .17

After .77 .63 .13 .27 .40 '"N, .17

Note. For'model vs. control, p = 20 per group; interaction between treatment and problem type, p < .05.

For before vs. after,' n = 20 per group; interaction between treatment and problem type,.p < .05.

Zvi



Table 5

Average Number of Recalled idea Units for the Before and After Groups

Idea Units

chnical Format Conceptual

,Before 5.\,0

'After 6.0 2.9 4:5

Intrusions

Inappropriate Appropriate Model

1.5 37
2.5_ .8

=-Note, N = 30 per group; interaction between treatment and type of score, p < .05.

C

30
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Table 8 .

Proportian Correct on Transfer Test for Model and Control Groups--

Model

Control

File Management Language

Type of Test Problem

Sort-1 Sort-2 Count Computer-1 Compute-2

.66 .66 63 .58 .45

.63 .44 .43 .33 .22

4

Note, N = 20 per group;' treatment x problem type interaction,. < .07.



Table 9

Exampleof the Elaboration Exercise in the Programming Text

Model Elaboration
t

Consider the following situation. An office clerk has an in-basket, a save

basket, a discard basket, and A_Ortingarea on the desk. The in-basket is

-full of records. Each one can be examined individually in the sorting area

__of the_deik and then placed in either the save or discard. basket.- Describe

-the FOR statement in terms of what operations the clerk would perform using

..: the in-basket, discard basket, save basket, and sorting area.

Comparative Elaboration

How is the FOR command like the FROM command?.

-How is the FOR command different than the FROM command?

O
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, Table 10

Proportion Correct on Transfer Test by Type of Problem for Mbdel Elaboration vs.

Control Groups and Comparative Elaboration vs. Control Groups

.

Model vs. Control

_

Sort-I

Type of Test Problem

Computer-2Sort-2' Count Compute -1

Model Elaboration .65 .58 .64 .64 .45

Control

Comparative Elaboration

.66 .64 , .0 j .38 .27

Comparative Elaboration .90 .90 1.00 .75 55

Control .90 .90 .65 .65 -- .25

-Note. For model elaboration vs,-control, n = 20 per group; treatment

x problem type interaction, p < .05. For comparative

elaboration vs. control, n = 13 per group; treatment x

problem type interaction] p < .05. Data is for inter-

pretation problems only, for comparative and control groups:
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Table 11

Average Number of Recalled Idea Units for Model Elaboration,

Comparative Elaboration and Control Groups

Type of IdeaAlnits

Technical Conceptual

5.3 13.9

14.1

7.5 7.5

Model Elaboration

Comparative Elaboration

Control

R

34

Note. N = 20 per group; treatment x-type interaction, p < .05 for low

ability subjects.

O
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